Super Duty Chain Conveyor

STANDARD FEATURES
- Tubular Steel Frame, 4” X 10” X ¼” Wall with Top Channel
- Shaft mount drive
- CRS Steel Chain Running Surface
- Heavy Duty Idler Sprocket 1-7/16” Bore, Two Bearings, Screw Adjustable
- 81X, 81XH, or 81XHH Chain, 2.609” Pitch and up to 3/8” Thick Side Plates
- Welded Construction

STANDARD OPTIONS
- End Drive
- Center Drive
- Deck Plates
- Guides, Fixed or Adjustable
- End Stops
- Pallet Stops
- Formed Steel Frame

PICTURED UNITS INCLUDES SHAFT MOUNT END DRIVE, ADJUSTABLE SENSOR MOUNTS, AND OPTIONAL SPROCKET DISKS

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL FORMED FRAME AND CHAIN END DRIVE

SHOWN PIT MOUNTED WITH DECKING

PLEASE CONTACT THE FACTORY FOR APPLICATION ASSISTANCE.

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE, WE OFTEN CUSTOMIZE TO THE APPLICATION

Visit us on the web at www.iki.com